2006 f 150 xlt

A class leader when it comes to ride and handling, the Ford F is dragged down by its excessive
weight and lack of key safety features. Over the last several decades, Ford's F-Series truck has
gone from farm implement to fashionably hip, bringing home numerous sales records and big
profits in the process. With total sales each year approaching one million units, it's hardly a
stretch to call Ford's big pickup the single most important model it makes, and when it comes
time for a redesign, there's little room for error. To keep competitors at bay, Ford gathered its
best engineers, cranked up the focus groups and set out to design the most advanced F-Series
ever built. The result was the Ford F, a thoroughly modern pickup with a cleaner-burning and
more powerful V8, increased passenger and cargo room and broad-shouldered bodywork that
looked the part of an all-American pickup truck. New features were added throughout the
vehicle, many of which were firsts in the segment. All body styles had four doors; extended
cabs SuperCabs in Ford truck terminology could be had with a shorter bed for easier fits in tight
garages and crew cabs SuperCrews provided more passenger room than ever before. This
recipe proved quite successful, and the Ford F carries on this year with minimal changes. Get
inside one of these half-ton pickups and you'll barely know you're in a truck thanks to a modern
interior design that effectively blends functionality and style. Multiple trim grades allow you to
choose work-truck simplicity or luxury carlike pampering. A fully boxed frame not only adds
stiffness, it allows for a more precisely tuned suspension and a smoother ride, versus
previous-generation Fs. Whether you use your pickup truck like another trusty tool on the job,
or you just need a versatile vehicle that can haul the family and a load of lumber, the Ford F is
sure to have what you're looking for. The Ford F is available in three body styles regular cab,
extended cab and crew cab , three bed lengths 5. Both regular and extended-cab trucks come
standard with reverse-opening rear doors for easier cab access. The base XL is your standard
work truck with a vinyl or cloth interior and minimal amenities. The STX is similarly equipped
but adds body-colored bumpers, sportier wheels and a few additional features, such as a split
bench seat and an upgraded sound system. The volume leader in the lineup is the midgrade
XLT, as it offers the widest array of available options, as well as an upgraded interior, chrome
trim, and power locks and windows. The FX4 is geared toward off-road enthusiasts as it
includes underbody skid plates, retuned springs and heavy-duty shocks, as well as inch wheels
and an upgraded interior. Top-of-the-line Lariat models cater to buyers looking for an upscale
look and feel with interior features like brushed aluminum and wood highlights, leather seats, a
trip computer, inch alloy wheels and automatic climate control. The King Ranch package adds
unique interior and exterior trim, exclusive leather seating and wood grain interior accents. The
Harley-Davidson package includes monochromatic paint, inch alloy wheels, unique trim and
black aniline leather seating. There are three engine choices on this Ford truck: the standard 4.
The 4. Both V8 engines are matched to four-speed automatic transmissions. The V6 gets a
standard five-speed manual. Properly equipped, the Ford F can tow up to 9, pounds and carry
3,pound payloads. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard across the board, and traction
control is optional on 2WD V8 models. Unlike some of its competitors, the F does not offer side
airbags or stability control. Thanks to a stiff frame and rack and pinion steering, the Ford F
delivers impressive ride and handling for a truck. Excessive weight bogs down the 4. FX4 and
Lariat models with bucket seats use a floor-mounted shifter, while all other configurations have
a standard column shifter. An optional overhead console uses interchangeable modules so
owners can add whatever features they find most useful. Regular cab F models have handy
reverse-opening access doors for getting to the storage area behind the seat. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is
it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials
Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Feels sluggish even with larger V8, no available
side airbags, not much interior storage space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A limited-edition Harley-Davidson
package debuts this year, featuring monochromatic paint, inch alloys, unique trim and special
leather seating. Satellite radio is newly available, and traction control can be added to 2WD V8

models. Later in the model year, the crew cab can be equipped with a 6. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. Nice looking truck, very reliable and strong engine. Tows my boat
effortlessly. Very, very low maintenance costs. But, like any other vehicle My favotite vehicle so
far!! My FX4 Flair side has been an awesome truck, the only new vehicle i kept more than 2
years. I bought it new in 06, and drove it until June 21 and would still be driving it except i got
t-boned by a semi who ran a red light on that day, luckily they was trying to stop and hit me at
only about mph. Smacked me right in my drivers door. The truck bumper hit square from the
back of the drivers door to the very front of my truck. To those who comment about the problem
with the spark plugs, yes before i did some research on Youtube, i was worried about the cost
of breaking off plugs when changing them. I watched many youtube videos and combined what
i thought were the best methods i found there. After that buy a removal tool just in case you do
end up breaking a plug. I bought a used Lisle brand tool, and that is the recommended brand.
Then buy some Sea foam deep creep. Next with your engine cold, remove and get the plug
wires and coils out of the way. Then fill the plug ports full of the deep creep and let it set
overnight, then take a good plug socket and ratchet. I started with the hardest to get to plug just
in case one broke, i would have the hardest one done first. Follow this procedure and you
should have as good a result as i did. Following this procedure, when i removed all of my plugs,
there was virtually no carbon at all left on my plugs. When you install your new plugs, a good
idea is to put some anti seize on the threads before installing. I believe it is possible, a good
friend of mine is a 3rd generation body man, and between him and my imaginative mind, i think
we can make it happen. Read less. Great truck look wise and quality wise. Very reliable the first
80k miles; now experiencing occasional stalling in reverse and when coming to a stop. My
original fuel pump module was mildly corroded. Hope it solves my prob after taking it to Ford
and them not knowing how to diagnose, solve, and fix. See all reviews of the Used Ford F Write
a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the F Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain
Drivetrain automatic locking hubs yes Rear limited slip differential yes Transmission 4-speed
automatic Drive type Four wheel drive electronic hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center
differential yes part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity 30 gal. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm
Base engine size 5. Safety Safety 2 rear headrests yes front seatbelt pretensioners yes 4-wheel
ABS yes Rear door child safety locks yes engine immobilizer yes Rear center 3-point belt yes
child seat anchors yes Passenger airbag occupant sensing deactivation yes Rear height
adjustable headrests yes Front and rear ventilated disc brakes yes 2 front headr
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ests yes dusk sensing headlamps yes auto delay off headlamps yes Front center 3-point belt
yes. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes digital keypad power door
locks yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level
warning yes clock yes compass yes external temperature display yes tachometer yes.
Passenger seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes 4 -way manual driver seat
adjustments yes Front shoulder room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Angle of approach
Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width
Rear track Sponsored cars related to the F Suspension Suspension front independent
suspension yes solid live axle rear suspension yes double wishbone front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See F
Inventory. Sign Up. See F Inventory.

